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Existing System Analysis
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■ Existing ridership 

concentrated in 

North/Central County, 

around Santa Ana

■ Harbor, Bristol/State 

College, and 17th/ 

Westminster 

corridors are 25% of 

ridership

■ Isolated nodes in 

South County



Existing System Analysis
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■ Ridership partly a 

function of service 

levels – but service 

levels are largely a 

function of demand

■ So, high frequency 

service is largely in:

– North County

– Select major 

corridors
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Market Analysis
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■ Population density 

tracks with 

demographic 

characteristics 

favorable to transit 

use, and with 

existing ridership



Market Analysis
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■ Low income 

households are 

heavily concentrated 

in the core of North/ 

Central County, 

especially in Santa 

Ana



Market Analysis
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■ Employment 

density much more 

dispersed, harder 

to serve

■ Largest cluster 

(Irvine Business 

Complex/John 

Wayne) adjacent to 

high transit demand 

area – but less 

pedestrian access, 

service



Market Analysis
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■ Population and 

employment 

density, as well as 

demographic 

factors largely 

reflected in travel 

patterns



Market Analysis
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■ Factors identified by 

OCTA:

– Per capita income

– Total low-income 

households

– Employment 

density

– Total employment

– Approach volumes 

at intersections

– Intersection density 

(walkability)



Market Analysis
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■ Service generally 

matches existing 

demand

■ Potential 

opportunity along  

I-5 in South County



Key Themes

■ Existing OC Bus ridership is:

– Concentrated in a few 

corridors

– Focused on weekdays

– Focused on a select 

number of hubs

■ OCTA’s response to recent 

ridership declines is 

promising

■ Limited funding has 

constrained ridership 

growth
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Key Themes

■ Challenges and opportunities 

for effective transit service

– Land uses

– Demographics

– Transportation network

■ Long-term trends offer mixed 

message

■ Additional transit use can 

support GHG reduction targets

■ OC Streetcar and Bravo! lines 

provide a template for future 

ridership growth
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Next Steps
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